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Free Essay: In general, computer is a machine that manipulates data The students are able to pay more attention to the
lessons and exercises given through for the corporate sector, but also in other sectors such as medicine, architecture.

Use of the Internet for research and development The pace of work towards innovation and quality of research
is developed by Internet tools. They can watch movies, listen to songs, and watch videos download different
stuff. This has made the work easy and effective making the customers happy. This provides facility of
making withdrawals at odd hours. Activities in our daily life are decided after the use of the Internet. Indeed
we are also using standardized communication protocols but the Internet evolves constantly by using artificial
intelligence and search engines to find out how we communicate, how this can be made simpler for us to use
and have a better experience in the shortest possible time. Another thing is that they can help kids in their
studies and education. Also, due to them, we are able to keep a check on the environment , space, and society.
E-commerce platforms have revolutionised the way people shop over internet and banks have become a
harbinger of change in this regard. Other general purpose use of computer is store health status, family history
of patient etc. In 21st century computer is the mainframe of any banking system. Word- processing
applications has enabled people to write letters or documents with the facility of checking spelling and
grammar. Online Examination The trend of online examination is becoming popular. But if they are only
using for condolence purposes then I think they have to think again about their social media political
strategies. Below we are mentioning some of the important fields that use a computer in their daily operation.
They can analyze the content on the internet better than students. Computer plays important role in various
field i. It is used to store customer information. The 'JAM Trinity' Qandhan, Aadhaar, Mobile advocated by
Government of India for financial inclusion, is a manifestation of revolution that computers have brought
about. The use of computer technology is not limited to business, health, education and manufacturing
industries but also widely used in entertainment and arts world. All the banks are really working hard to
provide Internet banking and mobile apps to empower people to utilize the power of the Internet and the latest
money management tools. We can use Internet tools such as social media and blogs by promoting
environment development activities. Computers are a part of our Transport System : With internet on
computers we can know the details of the buses or trains or the flight available to our desired destination.
Marketing applications provide information about the products to customers. Email is taking over. You may
like to repeat a lesson hundred times, go ahead, you may get tired but the computer will keep on teaching you.
Computation in the field of medicine allows us tooffer varied miraculous therapies to the patients. Computers
have taken industries and businesses to a whole new level. Computer technology is used in some of the
electronic goods which we use at home like, telephones, microwave ovens, camera and washing machines.
Other games like Braino and Volcano test your knowledge. Government expenses are reduced due to
providing data and information for people on government websites. We are sorry that this post was not useful
for you! They are used at Home for work and entertainment purposes, at Office, In hospitals, in government
organizations. Uses of internet for parents Not all parents are computer and internet literate. The fields of
application of computers are various and new applications are being searched out. The skills can be taught at
any time and at any place. Inevitable use of Computers in Business and Corporate Stages : Every single
information shared can be recorded by using computer. Railways use it effectively in reservations and
Airways uses it in air traffic controlling. Recently virtual reality devices launched by various companies have
revolutionised the entertainment industry. Computer cannot think like humans but they can use the
information put into them.


